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STRUCTURES AND ORIENTATIONAL TRANSITIONSIN THIN SMECTIC FILMS OF TILTED HEXATICP. V. Dolganov, K. I. Belov, V. K. Dolganov, E. I. DemikhovInstitute of Solid State Physis, RAS142432, Chernogolovka, Mosow Region, RussiaB. M. BolotinInstitute of Chemial Reatants and Espeially Pure Substanes IREA107076, Mosow, RussiaE. I. Kats *Laue-Langevin InstituteF-38042, Grenoble, FraneLandau Institute for Theoretial Physis, RAS117940 GSP-1, Mosow, RussiaReeived September 20, 2005We present detailed systemati studies of strutural transformations in thin liquid-rystal �lms with the transi-tion from the smeti-C (SmC) to hexati (HSmB) phase. For the �rst time, all possible strutures reportedin the literature are observed for one material (5O:6) at the variation of temperature and thikness. In unusualmodulated strutures, the equilibrium period of stripes is twie the domain size. We interpret these patternsin the framework of a phenomenologial Landau-type theory, as equilibrium phenomena produed by a naturalgeometri frustration in a system having spontaneous splay distortion.PACS: 61.30.Eb, 64.70.Md, 68.15.+e1. INTRODUCTIONSpontaneous formations of spatial patterns arise ina wide variety of dynamial proesses. Even more spe-taularly they are observed in equilibrium situationsinvolving �uids, solids, and liquid rystals. Espeiallyremarkable are free standing smeti �lms, in whihthe in�uene of underlying substrates (often domina-ting in other systems) an be avoided. These systemsprovide a realization of many models desribing diverseapparently disparate physial phenomena (phase tran-sitions, frustrations, ferro-eletriity, and magnetism),and an opportunity to study the rossover from two-di-mensional to bulk behavior by drawing �lms of inrea-sing thikness.For liquid rystal materials with phase sequenesin bulk samples HSmB (or rystalline CrB)�SmA the*E-mail: kats�ill.fr

phase transformations in thin free-standing �lms arewell studied presently [1, 2℄. At a temperature TS1 thatis about 10 ÆC above the bulk transition point TC , thephase transition ours only in surfae smeti layers.The interior layers remain in the SmA phase. BelowTS1, there are no phase transitions up to the temper-ature slightly above TC . The next transition in thenearest-to-surfae layer ours at the temperature TS2about 1 ÆC above TC . A sequene of disrete layer-by-layer transitions on ooling may onstitute from 2 to5 transitions. In thik �lms, the transition of the whole�lm into the low-temperature phase ours at T � TC .A few words on the nomenlature of tilted hexatismetis (usually labeled as SmF , SmI) may be help-ful here. The tilt diretion is along the loal bondsin the SmI phase, halfway between two loal bonds inthe SmF phase, and lies at an intermediate angle inSmL phases. Transitions in the �lms of tilted smetisin whih the high-temperature bulk phase is SmC and700



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006 Strutures and orientational transitions : : :the low-temperature phase is tilted hexati our in anessentially di�erent way [3�6℄. In this ase, no sequeneof disrete layer-by-layer transitions is observed. Afterthe surfae transition into the hexati struture, thetransformation of the �lm struture on ooling on-tinues in a broad temperature range. Several har-ateristi temperatures Ti may be identi�ed at whihqualitative hanges of the �lm texture our. Similarstruture and texture transformations were observed inseveral smeti materials [3�6℄. Therefore, one may ex-pet that these transformations have ommon physialnature and our through a universal mehanism. Butuntil now the mehanisms of these strutural transfor-mations and the physis behind them remain unlear.Our motivations in this paper are twofold. First, inSe. 2, we present detailed systemati studies of stru-tural transformations in thin liquid rystal �lms withthe SmC-to-hexati phase transition. We go one stepfurther with respet to the results already known (see,e.g., [3�6℄) in our investigation of all possible struturesin one material (5O:6) at the variation of temperatureand thikness. In addition, in Se. 3, we rationalizeand interpret our observations in the framework of asimple phenomenologial model that inludes the min-imal number of ingredients, i.e., it is just at the borderbetween under-�tting models (those that do not ex-plain the data well) and over-�tting models (those that�t the data too well by using too many parameters).Although our model is a toy model in the sense of ari-aturizing some physial features, when properly inter-preted, it an yield quite reasonable values for a varietyof measured quantities. A more realisti model wouldnot a�et our onlusions muh, and transpareny oftreatment is worth a simpli�ation. The onludingsetion is used to brie�y summarize our results and toaugment their disussion.2. OBSERVATIONSThe measurements were made on the Shi�'s-base ompound 4-n-hexyl-N-[4-n-pentyloxy-benzilide-ne℄-aniline (5O:6). The sequene of phase transitionsin the bulk sample is SmA�(50.5 ÆC)�SmC�(49.5 ÆC)�HSmB. Below the HSmB phase, the transition toa tilted hexati struture (SmF ) ours in the bulksample. Free-standing �lms were prepared by dra-wing the liquid rystal in a smeti phase aross airular 4mm hole in a thin glass plate. The exper-imental set-up enabled simultaneous optial observa-tions and re�etivity measurements. The thiknessof the �lm was determined by the re�eted inten-
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Fig. 1. Temperatures of transitions observed in 5O:6�lms of di�erent thikness. The high-temperature stateorresponds to the SmC phase. Filled symbols denotestrutural transitions and open symbols denote transi-tions assoiated with hange of the diretor orientationin the �lm. In thik �lms (N = 17), an additional tran-sition to the SmT4 state takes plae (�lled diamond)with a texture typial for the SmF phasesity from the �lm in the �bakward� geometry [7℄.Observations of the �lm struture and phase tran-sitions were made using polarized-light re�eted mi-rosopy (PRLM) and depolarized-light re�eted mi-rosopy (DRLM) [8℄. The images were reorded bya CCD amera. The orientational order parameterP2 = �3 
os2 ��� 1� =2 [9℄ was determined by opti-al absorption measurements. At ooling, P2 hangesfrom 0.75 to 0.8 in the SmA phase, is about 0.82 inSmC, and inreases up to 0.92 in the hexati phase.We performed investigations of thin smeti �lmsstarting from the thikness of 2 moleular layers. Fig-ure 1 shows the temperatures of the transitions in the�lms. Similar symbols denote the temperatures of thetransitions between similar strutures in the �lms ofdi�erent thikness. The high-temperature part of thephase diagram orresponds to the SmC struture. Aswas established previously [10℄, the SmC�SmA phasetransition in free-standing �lms is essentially shifted tohigher temperatures with respet to the bulk samples.The texture of the �lm is haraterized by a smoothspatial variation of the -diretor (Fig. 2a). The pi-ture was taken in the part of the �lm with a pointtopologial defet, whih is typial just for the SmCphase.Upon ooling of the SmC �lm, the �rst phase tran-sition (�lled irles, the transition into the SmT1 state,Fig. 1) leads to an abrupt hange in the �lm texture(Fig. 2b). In liquid rystalline materials with the bulk701
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‡ bFig. 2. High-temperature textures in a 7-layer �lm: SmC, T = 60:1 ÆC (a), SmT1, T = 59:2 ÆC (b). In frame (a), a pointtopologial defet with harateristi brushes is observed. DRLM. The horizontal size of the frames is about 420 �mhexati phases, the higher-temperature transition is as-soiated with the phase transition of the surfae layersinto the hexati struture [1, 2℄. In thik �lms, thehigh-temperature shift of the transition with respetto the phase transition temperature into the HSmBstruture in the bulk sample is about 9 ÆC. This valueis approximately the same as for the HSmB�SmA tran-sition [1, 2℄. A di�erent situation is observed for thin�lms. For the SmA phase, the shift of the transition inthe 2-layer �lm with respet to thik �lms does not ex-eed 2 ÆC, but in our ase, this shift is essentially larger(more than 6 ÆC). Below the transition, the �lm on-sists of domains with di�erent -diretor orientationsand sharp boundaries between them (Fig. 2b). Suha texture may be expeted for a tilted hexati phasein whih the -diretor has a disrete set of orienta-tions and orrespondingly sharp boundaries betweendomains. However, it is not typial for the SmC stru-ture, whih exists in the interior of the �lm. For the�lms with N > 5, the view of the �lms is mainly deter-mined by the SmC struture of the �lm interior. Thus,we onlude that the SmC struture inside the �lm dif-fers su�iently from the onventional SmC struture.Sharp boundaries between the domains suggest thatthe break of the -diretor orientation ours not onlyin the surfae layers (i.e., in the hexati state) but alsoinside the �lm (i.e., in the SmC state) at the domainboundary. The question arises about the nature of theboundary between the domains inside the �lm. Thesepeuliarities of the SmC struture inside the �lm be-ome extremely essential after the next transition (opensquares in Fig. 1).At the next transition (into the SmT2 state, Figs. 1

and 3), the domains break up into narrow parallelstripes with alternating brightness and sharp bound-aries. Aording to Refs. [3, 4℄, the surfae layers trans-form under this transition into a so-alled SmL phase,in whih the tilt plane is oriented in the hexati stru-ture at the angle 15Æ to the diretion of the hexatibond orientational order. In this struture, 12 equiva-lent (i.e., having the same energy) orientations of thetilt plane are possible. Our optial measurements on-�rm that the di�erene in the -diretor orientation inthe neighboring stripes is about 30Æ (�5Æ) with twosymmetri orientations of the -diretor relative to thestripe boundary ' = �15Æ (Fig. 4a�). The diretionof the hexati bond orientational order does not hangeaross the stripes (along the x axis), while the diretionof the tilt plane hanges at the stripe boundary. Insidethe �lm, in the SmC struture, there is also a break inthe -diretor orientation. In ontrast to this, a smoothhange in the stripe orientation along domains is on-neted with a hange in the diretion of the bond ori-entational order, while the orientation of the -diretorrelative to the bond orientational order is preserved.The inset in Fig. 3a lari�es the periodi stripe stru-ture, in partiular, in the region of the ontat betweentwo stripe domains. The stripe period inreases withdereasing the temperature (Fig. 5). When the stripeperiod ahieves the value about 13�15�m upon ool-ing, the stripe width inreases sharply and the stru-ture beomes aperiodi. Open triangles in Fig. 1 showthe temperatures of this transition.In the SmT3 region (Fig. 1), the �lm texture maybe di�erent (Fig. 3b, and Fig. 6a) and is similar inmany aspets to the material with hexati phases ob-702
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ÒFig. 3. A state with narrow periodi stripes, T = 55 ÆC, N = 7 (a). Inset: stripes in the same �lm after ooling toT = 52:3 ÆC. A struture with linear aperiodi domains, T = 51:3 ÆC, N = 17 (b). A honeyomb texture may form onooling in a narrow temperature range (), T = 50:8 ÆC, N = 7. The horizontal size of frames (a) and (b) is about 720 �m,frame () � 480 �m, and inset 160 �m, � DRLM
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Fig. 4. Shemati representation of the stripe stru-ture. Stripes are oriented along the y axis. (a) Mo-nodomain state (SmF ). (b) In the SmL phase, the-diretor may have two orientations with respet tothe bond orientational order (' = �15Æ). () Net ori-entation of the -diretor in the stripes with a jump inthe diretor orientation at the stripe boundary (SmT2state, Fig. 3a). The struture of the SmC top (d) andbottom (e) layers of the �lm in the stripe state
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependene of the stripe period ina four-layer �lm. The period monotonially inreaseswith dereasing temperature. The solid line is a �tof the experimental data using Eqs. (3)�(6) with theparameters �0=d = 0:5, �0=K = 0:95 (�m)�1, and"=K = 0:61 (�m)�1served earlier in SmC �lms [3�6℄. However, the transi-tion temperatures between di�erent textures are hardlyreproduible. Moreover, as a rule, the low-temperaturetexture (Fig. 6a) transforms at heating diretly intothe state with periodi stripes (Fig. 3a). Therefore, in703



P. V. Dolganov, K. I. Belov, V. K. Dolganov et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006the phase diagram (Fig. 1), we indiate only the tran-sition temperature between periodi stripe and ape-riodi strutures (open triangles in Fig. 1). The do-main struture shown in Fig. 3b is formed on oolingfrom the narrow periodi stripes through their broad-ening. This piture (Fig. 3b) was obtained by meansof depolarized-light re�etion mirosopy. The domainboundaries with the same brightness are oriented atabout 45Æ with respet to the polarizers. This mani-fests the fat that orientations of the -diretor in theneighboring domains are symmetri with respet to thedomain boundary. Measurements with rossed polar-izes prove that the -diretor in the domains is orientedat the angles �15Æ with respet to the domain bound-ary. Therefore, the struture of wide domains (Fig. 3b)is similar to the narrow periodi stripes (Fig. 3a). Thehoneyomb texture (Fig. 3) forms from the line do-mains (Fig. 3a) and exists only in a small temperaturerange (less than 0:5 ÆC). More typial textures in theSmT3 state are domains with a ontinuous hange inthe -diretor orientation aross the domains (the up-per part of Fig. 6a) or large domains (the lower partof Fig. 6a), also with a ontinuous variation in the -diretor orientation. In thin �lms, this struture an beooled to low temperatures (less than 40 ÆC). In thik�lms (N > 10), a reversible phase transition is ob-served with formation of the texture shown in Fig. 6.This texture is typial for the tilted SmF phase. In thelimit of very thik �lms (N > 100), rossed domainsmay be formed (Fig. 6b) below the surfae phase tran-sition temperature. Two independent sets of domainsare formed at both �lm surfaes. Formation of theseindependent strutures in thik �lms may indiate thatthe surfae orrelation length �S is less than about 50smeti interlayer periods.3. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATIONTo provide a more omplete aount of the phenom-ena desribed in the previous setion, it seems appro-priate to disuss how the observed results an be onsis-tently modeled theoretially. Without prior knowledgeof the atual struture, we assume the simplest modelto answer the natural questions of why the phase tran-sitions in materials with SmA and SmC phases are sodi�erent and what kind of mehanisms are responsiblefor the formation of the periodi stripe struture andits temperature dependene. From our experimentalobservations, a few onlusions about the qualitativefeatures of the �lm strutures and their transforma-tions seem inesapable.First, formation of the periodi stripes (Fig. 3a) isrelated to the struture of the surfae layers. In the

higher-temperature SmT1 state, the -diretor is ori-ented along one diretion (Fig. 4a) in the middle be-tween apexes of the SmF phase hexagon. In the SmLphase, the energy minimum splits and the -diretormay orient in two diretions [3, 4℄ orresponding to twoequivalent energy minima (�15Æ with respet to theinitial orientation, Fig. 4a,b). As is known, ompetingattrative and repulsive interations generate domainpatterns in a wide variety of systems [11℄. Forma-tion of a periodi struture is a signature of instabilitythat arises from a ompetition between two antagonis-ti �elds, and also indiates that above some thresh-old, a modulated state has a lower energy than theuniform one. In liquid rystals, this senario is oftenrelated to the existene of eletri polarization and aertain ompetition between the long-range fores (theeletri and elasti ones). In the thin �lm under on-sideration, the eletri polarization may appear due toa nonuniform pro�le of the order parameter indued bythe �lm surfae and also beause the surfae layers arein the hexati phase. This polarization Pl is longitu-dinal (i.e., parallel to the tilt plane) and points in theopposite diretions in the upper and lower parts of the�lm [12�14℄. These interations (eletrostati and elas-ti) ontribute di�erently to the energy of alternativeon�gurations assoiated with the existene of domainwalls, and may lead to stabilization of the equilibriumstripe period (as in solid-rystal ferroeletri domains).In liquid rystal �lms with the broken polar sym-metry, there is also another ause of the stripe forma-tion [15�21℄. Indeed, the broken polar symmetry allowsthe terms that are linear in the spatial gradients to o-ur in the Landau-type free energy expansion. Theseterms a�et the elasti onstants, whih may even tendto zero. In this situation, the free energy of the defetstruture may beome more favorable than the uniformstruture. Thus, the uniformly ordered state beomesunstable with respet to the striped phase with peri-odi domain walls. The equilibrium modulated stru-ture arises to optimize the gain in the elasti energy ofthe orientational deformation inside the stripes and theenergy ost to have the defet.In the literature devoted to theoretial desriptionsof the modulated phases in smeti �lms, models forpolar smeti liquid-rystal �lms with transverse po-larization are mostly disussed [16�20℄. Apparently,this is not the ase for our system. There are sev-eral distintions between the stripes shown in Fig. 3a(also see their shemati representation in Fig. 4b,)and the periodi stripes disussed in [16�21℄. First, inour ase, the struture of the surfae layers is hexatiand it ditates the value of diretor jump at the do-704
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ÒFig. 6. Strutures formed in �lms at low temperatures. Aperiodi domains, N = 7, T = 50:8 ÆC (a). Two sets of rossingdomains in a thik �lm, N = 200, T = 49:1 ÆC (b). On further ooling, a transition to the SmF struture ours ()N = 17, T = 48:1 ÆC, DRLM. The horizontal size of the images is 374 �mmain boundary. Seond, the neighboring stripes foundin [16�21℄ have idential strutures, whereas in ourase, the azimuthal moleular orientation in the ad-jaent stripes di�ers: the -diretor is rotated lok-wise with respet to the symmetri orientation in theleft stripe (Fig. 4b,) and ounterlokwise in the rightstripe (Fig. 4b,). Next, inside the stripes investigatedin [16�20℄, the elasti deformation is of the bend typewith the same sign of the bend in all stripes and withdefet walls in whih the -diretor jumps bak. In ourase, the reorientation of the -diretor between stripesis of the splay type. Moreover, there is no visible ori-entational deformation of the -diretor inside stripes(Fig. 3a). Therefore, are must be taken when ompar-ing published theoretial results with our experimentaldata. Below, we examine one important aspet of theliquid-rystal modulated phase formation that does notappear to have been investigated in any generality.In our opinion, the unusual struture of the stripeswe have observed is related to the nature of the geo-metrial frustration in the �lms formed by a nonhiralmaterial. It was reognized quite some time ago thatbeause of the up�down asymmetry, an ahiral smeti�lm exhibits polar properties and, in partiular, the -diretor may be onsidered as a true vetor (i.e.,  and� states are not equivalent). In ferroeletri SmC�phases, the hiral asymmetry favors a bend (%�!&)

in the -diretor �br � . The preferred bend dire-tion (the sign of the oe�ient �b at the term linearin spatial derivatives) is determined by the handednessof the material (or by the diretion of the ferroeletripolarization), whih is the same in the whole �lm.We argue below that in ahiral systems, the insta-bility arises from a ompetition between two elasti en-ergies, the usual quadrati Frank elasti energy, whihfavors a uniform orientation of the -diretor, and anadditional surfae elasti term linear in the  gradient,whih promotes spontaneous splay distortions. Theterms linear in gradients, suh as r � , are not al-lowed by the symmetry. However, in suh a �lm, thebroken hiral symmetry ours as a result of asymme-try between the surfaes (having hexati ordering) andthe interior of the �lm (whih is in the SmC state).Our measurements show that not only the tilt anglebut also the orientational order parameter P2 di�er es-sentially in SmC and hexati strutures. The surfae-indued term linear in the gradients of  (proportionalto �sr � ) favors a splay deformation (-"%) in the �eld and has the opposite signs (diretion of splay ur-vature) in the top and bottom parts of the �lm [3, 15℄.The -diretor is also the order parameter of the �lm.This allows us to desribe its marosopi physis, inpartiular, to write its free energy in the spirit of theLandau theory as7 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 4 705



P. V. Dolganov, K. I. Belov, V. K. Dolganov et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006F = 12Ks(r � )2 + 12Kb(r� )2 ++ �sr � + 12A2 + 14B4 : (1)The �rst two terms are the splay and bend elasti ener-gies, and Frank elasti moduli Ks and Kb are propor-tional to the �lm thikness. The last two terms are theonventional Landau expansion. The third term r� isa total derivative that an be transformed to boundaryterms. Therefore, it is relevant only for thin �lms. Forthik �lms, another term with the same symmetry anbe onstruted, �0s2r � ; (2)and to avoid its redution to a pure surfae ontribu-tion, variations in the  amplitude are needed. Thesekinds of ontributions to the free energy (terms linearin the splay distortion r � ) lead to formation of theunusual modulated struture we have observed in thiswork.If the moleules forming the system arried perma-nent dipole moments � with a nonvanishing omponentalong the diretion , then the phase would exhibita spontaneous eletri polarization P. This sponta-neous polarization is proportional to the polar orderparameter. For simpliity and for the lak of di�er-ent ompelling indiations from the experimental partof our work, the dipolar fores are negleted in thestripe period estimation below. It might be the aseif the moleules involved have relatively large shapeanisotropy (and not large eletri dipole moment), andioni impurities sreen the Coulomb interation. Thisis not the whole story, however. In order to obtain theorret struture of the splay phase, one has to take theomplete order parameter, inluding the modulus jj,into aount. There is a prie to be paid, beause jjannot be onstant where the splay is onstant. Indeed,in two-dimensionals, a splay distortion of the orienta-tion annot our in a defet-free fashion. Instead, torelieve this frustration, the system forms a modulatedphase onsisting of a regular network of defet wallsand points.It is interesting and tempting to hypothesize thefollowing stripe struture satisfying suh kind of sym-metry breaking. The uniform SmC struture of the toppart of the �lm breaks up into �nite regions with a splaydeformation of the -diretor (Fig. 4d). Regions withthe same favorable sign of the splay (ounterlokwisein Fig. 4d) are separated by defet lines in whih the-diretor abruptly rotates bak. In the bottom part ofthe �lm (Fig. 4e), the -diretor rotation ours in theopposite diretion (lokwise). The lines in whih the

-diretor jumps bak are shifted in the x-diretion bythe stripe period dst with respet to the top part of the�lm (Fig. 4d,e). In this struture, the diretion of thesplay modulation in  is favorable on both sides of the�lm. Remarkably, the net magnitude of the -diretororientation ' aross the �lm is onstant in eah stripein the agreement with our experimental data. Theirvalues ' = �15Æ are ditated by the struture of thesurfae SmL phase. To be stable, a splay-modulatedstruture has to overome the unfavorable ore defetenergy (") and the ordinary nemati order parameterontribution. In the zeroth approximation, the periodistripe phase exists when the gain in the surfae elas-tiity energy exeeds the domain wall energy ". Com-petition between these energies determines the stripewidth as [15℄ Dst � K�s � " ; (3)where K = (Ks +Kb)=2 is the mean Frank onstant.In the temperature window T > TC (where TC is thebulk SmC�HSmB transition temperature) in whih weare interested, the main temperature-dependent fatorin (3) is �s. The very existene of this linear splay dis-tortion is due to the asymmetry of the order parameterpro�le over the �lm. Indued by the surfae ordering	s, the hexati (bond) order parameter 	 deays to-ward the interior of the �lm as	(z) / 	s h[(z � L)=�℄h(L=�) ; (4)where L = Nd is the �lm thikness, d is the layerthikness, and � is the bulk phase transition orrela-tion length � � �0p(T � TC)=TC ; (5)with �0 denoting the bare mirosopi orrelationlength. The asymmetry of the pro�le 	 determinesthe value of the parameter �s,�s = �0 th L� ; (6)and the transition from the homogeneous to the mod-ulated phase ours if the asymmetry is su�uientlystrong (see (3)). Equations (3)�(6) allow omparingthe experimental dependene of the stripe period ontemperature (Fig. 5) with theory and determining theparameters of the theory, namely �0=K and "=K. Wetook �0=d = 0:5 and treated �0=K and "=K as the �t-ting parameters. The solid line in Fig. 5 orresponds706



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006 Strutures and orientational transitions : : :to �0=K = 0:95 (�m)�1 and "=K = 0:61 (�m)�1.Thus determined, �0=K and "=K allow us to makethe following estimations. Using the value of thesplay elasti onstant K in smeti liquid rystals3 � 10�6 erg/m [22℄, we obtain �0 = 2:9 � 10�2 erg/m2and " = 1:8 � 10�2 erg/m2. These values of �0 and" denote the energy per unit thikness. For �lms, �0and " must be multiplied by L. We note that for thin�lms, the ontinuous approximation used in (4)�(6) isnot ompletely orret and the above values of �0 and" should be onsidered as estimations. For a more pre-ise analysis, disrete models of smeti �lms must beused. We �nish with the onlusion that the stripephase (soliton regime) appears spontaneously on ool-ing and then the distortion period inreases with de-reasing the temperature. The theoretial onsidera-tion onforms to our experimental observations.We observe omplex phase behavior with variousequilibrium strutures. A separate question how to al-ulate all equilibrium strutures of a spei� system re-quires full minimization of the global free energy, andit depends on the unknown phenomenologial Landauexpansion oe�ients. We do not even attempt the al-ulation of suh a omplex phase diagram in this pa-per, but ontent ourselves with one remark. Modulatedphases we found have nonuniform density or orientationdistributions, that is to say, their symmetry is that ofa solid or a liquid rystal. The di�erene between thephases that appear under the name of modulated stru-tures, on the one hand, and solids or liquid rystals onthe other hand, is that the modulation period in theformer is generally larger than in the latter.4. CONCLUSIONIt is not a major goal of this work to ahieve quan-titative agreement between the results obtained withour phenomenologial model and experimental mea-surements. However, beause the present understand-ing of the mehanism leading to modulated struturesin ahiral tilted hexati �lms is inomplete, the modelmay be an appropriate tool for working out typialtrends that may be testable in experiments. In thispaper, we have presented results of studies of stru-tural transformations in thin liquid-rystal �lms withthe transition from the smeti-C (SmC) to hexati(HSmB) phase, and their interpretation within a sim-ple phenomenologial model. The free energy was writ-ten in the simplest form that involves the least num-ber of model parameters, and we have shown that thissimple model an apture many features seen in ex-

periment. Our interpretation of the results is basedon the simple onsideration that beause of the up�down asymmetry, the ahiral smeti �lm exhibits po-lar properties. One note of aution is in order here. Infat, the struture of any SmC phase is inherently polarbeause the tilt singles out a unique diretion about thelayer normal � (although the diretors n and �n arephysially indistinguishable). Therefore, in the SmCstruture, one may have the pseudo-vetorl = (� � n)(�n) : (7)Obviously, l is perpendiular to the tilt plane, and thiskind of polarity (along the pseudo-vetor l) is of a fun-damentally di�erent nature ompared with the polarityalong  that we investigated in this paper. Indeed, thel polarity is ompatible with mirror symmetry in thetilt plane, whereas the polar splay distortion responsi-ble for the stripe struture hanges its sign under suha mirror re�etion.A question of primary importane is to understandthe origin of the thermodynami behavior we found inthis work. It is well known [23℄ that for a �lm withthe uniform ordering (like nemati or ferromagneti),when the interation at the boundaries is suh that itenhanes loal order, a surfae transition may ourat temperatures above the ritial temperature of thebulk. In suh a transition, the layers lose to the sur-fae beome ordered, although the bulk remains disor-dered. Depending on the nature of the interations be-tween the bulk and the surfae, the system may exhibitvarious surfae phase transitions, for instane, wettingtransitions. In that ase, at temperatures just belowthe bulk transition, the thikness of the surfae-orderedlayer is in�nite. But nonuniformly ordered (modulated)systems do not neessarily exhibit wetting phenomenain whih the thikness of the surfae-ordered layer di-verges. Instead, the system might exhibit a transitionfrom one surfae state to another, where both surfaestates have a �nite thikness [11℄. Beause we on-sider modulated (nonuniform) strutures in this work,the aforesaid arguments provide a physially appealingthermodynami interpretation of our results.First of all, beause we deal with �lms, the basithermodynamis of phase transitions should be formu-lated for this kind of restrited geometry. Suh a prob-lem was disussed for various systems long ago, and theresults borrowed from textbooks [23, 24℄ are as follows.In a �lm of thikness L, the thermodynami potentialG per unit area is GA = �pL+ 2 ; (8)707 7*



P. V. Dolganov, K. I. Belov, V. K. Dolganov et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006where  is the surfae free energy, p is the bulk pres-sure, and A is the area. We let the surfae free energiesof the smeti C and hexati phases be denoted by Cand H respetively. The Laplae ondition then yieldsC = H + C�H os � ; (9)where � is the ontat angle between SmC and hexatiphases and C�H is the surfae energy at the inter-fae. In the bulk, the oexistene temperature TC isdetermined by the equilibrium onditionpC(TC) = pH(TC) : (10)In a �lm of a �nite thikness L,Tm = TC +�T (L) ; (11)and from GC = GH we �nd�pH(Tm) + 2HL = �pC(Tm) + 2CL : (12)Beause p = p(TC) + S(TC)�T (13)(where S is the entropy), we obtain�T (L) = 2(C � H)TCLQ ; (14)and Q = TC(SC � SH) is the latent heat at the bulktransition. Equation (14) an be equivalently expressed(see (9)) as �T (L) = 2TCC�H os �LQ : (15)However, in (14), we did not onsider the interation�(L) [25℄ between the �lm surfaes (or between thewalls). Repeating the same thermodynamial analysis,we obtain an equation of the same kind but with thesurfae energy  renormalized by the disjoining pres-sure pd [25℄, 2~(L) = 2 + Lpd +� : (16)Aording to (15), at the ontat angle � = 0, theHSmB phase is favored near the boundary and � = �,the SmC phase is favored, and the intermediate valuesof � apply to intermediate strutures. In any ase, fora �nite �lm thikness, there are two possible senariosdepending on the �lm thikness. In one senario, thephase transition ours before the surfae HSmB layerhas had a hane to grow thik. In the other senario,a phase transition an our at a temperature at whih

the HSmB thikness at the surfae is already largerthan the sample thikness L.Clearly, there are several open questions and futurehallenges. One of them is related to dipolar fores. In-deed, beause the moleules are tilted and the interfaeand the interior symmetry of the �lm are di�erent fromeah other, the �lm has only one symmetry element,the vertial mirror plane, whih is perpendiular to the�lm and parallel to the moleules. The �lm is thereforeequivalent to a two-dimensional polar nemati, and itbears an eletri polarization. If this polarization issmall ompared to the elasti energies involved, ourarguments given above apply. On the other hand, ifeletri energies dominate, another kind of texture anbe stable, beause all splay enters at as harge en-ters, and a lattie of several small harges is then morestable than one big harge. Another interesting ques-tion is how to tune parameters of the various modulatedstrutures to optimize properties of tehnologial inter-est. For instane, a wide area of researh is learly theproblem to what extent the investigated systems anbe useful to ahieve interesting eletro-optial proper-ties. The treatment above an be generalized to morerealisti systems (e.g., dipolar fores inluding), withthe same oneptual ingredients, albeit at the expenseof a rapidly inreasing omplexity.This work was supported in part by the RFBR(grant� 05-02-16675), Program of RAS Presidium �In-�uene of Atomi and Crystalline Struture on Proper-ties of Condensed Media�, and by Gtant of the Presi-dent of Russia MK-4057.2005.2. One of us (E. I. K.)aknowledges support from INTAS (under � 01-0105)Grants. REFERENCES1. T. Stoebe and C. C. Huang, Int. J. Mod. Phys. 9, 2285(1995).2. W. H. de Jeu, B. I. Ostrovskii, and A. N. Shalaginov,Rev. Mod. Phys. 75, 181 (2003).3. J. Malennan and M. Seul, Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 2082(1992).4. J. E. Malennan, U. Sohling, N. Clark, and M. Seul,Phys. Rev. E 49, 3207 (1994).5. E. I. Demikhov and V. K. Dolganov, Pis'ma v Zh.Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 64, 29 (1996) [JETP Lett. 64, 32(1996)℄.6. C. Y. Chao, T. C. Pan, and J. T. Ho, Phys. Rev. E 67,040702(R) (2003).708
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